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Order of Canada, Second Edition Genesis of an Honours System University of Toronto Press The second edition of The
Order of Canada continues the celebration of the order. Christopher McCreery sheds new light on the development of
Canadian honours in the early 1930s, the imposed prohibition on honours from 1946 to 1967, and new details on those
who have been removed or resigned from the Order. The Order of Canada Its Origins, History, and Development
University of Toronto Press In 1966, a project to create a national honour for Canadians was begun. The ﬁrst recipients of
the Order of Canada were announced a year later, and in the nearly forty years since, the Order has become a symbol
familiar to, and respected by, people from across the country. The spirit that motivates the Order of Canada celebration, inclusion, and democracy - was born of the memories of Canada's earlier experience with honours. From
initial distrust and misunderstanding to the awakening of a national identity, the development of the Order reﬂects the
relationship Canadians have with their country, their government, their culture, and their heroes. The Order itself is a
product of national identity, politics, and history, reﬂected by the signiﬁcance of its recipients' accomplishments.
Indeed, the Order's history is as fascinating as the more than 4000 Canadians who have received it. This ﬁrst booklength history of the Order of Canada - and ﬁrst major work on Canadian honours - by Christopher McCreery is a
celebration of the Order and a close examination of its unique design and various early incarnations. McCreery
provides both a history of the Order's beginnings and a more general overview of trends in Canadian honours.
Extensively illustrated with never-before-published photographs, The Order of Canada: Its Origins, History, and
Developments pays tribute to the individuals who felt the need for a system of recognition for Canadians. Optics and
Photonics Essential Technologies for Our Nation National Academies Press Optics and photonics technologies are
ubiquitous: they are responsible for the displays on smart phones and computing devices, optical ﬁber that carries the
information in the internet, advanced precision manufacturing, enhanced defense capabilities, and a plethora of
medical diagnostics tools. The opportunities arising from optics and photonics oﬀer the potential for even greater
societal impact in the next few decades, including solar power generation and new eﬃcient lighting that could
transform the nation's energy landscape and new optical capabilities that will be essential to support the continued
exponential growth of the Internet. As described in the National Research Council report Optics and Photonics:
Essential Technologies for our Nation, it is critical for the United States to take advantage of these emerging optical
technologies for creating new industries and generating job growth. The report assesses the current state of optical
science and engineering in the United States and abroad--including market trends, workforce needs, and the impact of
photonics on the national economy. It identiﬁes the technological opportunities that have arisen from recent advances
in, and applications of, optical science and engineering. The report also calls for improved management of U.S. public
and private research and development resources, emphasizing the need for public policy that encourages adoption of a
portfolio approach to investing in the wide and diverse opportunities now available within photonics. Optics and
Photonics: Essential Technologies for our Nation is a useful overview not only for policymakers, such as decisionmakers at relevant Federal agencies on the current state of optics and photonics research and applications but also for
individuals seeking a broad understanding of the ﬁelds of optics and photonics in many arenas. 9XM Talking WHA
Radio and the Wisconsin Idea Univ of Wisconsin Press Randall Davidson provides a comprehensive history of the
innovative work of Wisconsin's educational radio stations. Beginning with the ﬁrst broadcast by experimental station
9XM at the University of Wisconsin, followed by WHA, through the state-owned aﬃliate WLBL, to the network of
stations that in the years following WWII formed the Wisconsin Public Radio network, Davidson describes how, with
homemade equipment and ideas developed from scratch, public radio became a tangible example of the Wisconsin
Idea, bringing the educational riches of the university to all the state's residents. Marking the centennial year of
Wisconsin Public Radio, this paperback edition includes a new foreword by Bill Siemering, National Public Radio's
founding director of programming. Writing Research Papers A Complete Guide (spiral) Longman Publishing Group The
deﬁnitive research paper guide, Writing Research Papers combines a traditional and practical approach to the research
process with the latest information on electronic research and presentation. This market-leading text provides
students with step-by-step guidance through the research writing process, from selecting and narrowing a topic to
formatting the ﬁnished document. Writing Research Papers backs up its instruction with the most complete array of
samples of any writing guide of this nature. The text continues its extremely thorough and accurate coverage of
citation styles for a wide variety of disciplines. The fourteenth edition maintains Lester's successful approach while
bringing new writing and documentation updates to assist the student researcher in keeping pace with electronic
sources. The Indispensable University Higher Education, Economic Development, and the Knowledge Economy R&L
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Education This book describes the innovative transformation of institutions of higher education (HEIs) across the world
in response to the emerging realities of the twenty-ﬁrst century global knowledge-based economy. It also describes
how HEIs are deﬁning many of today's economic realities on a regional level. Turning Right in the Sixties The
Conservative Capture of the GOP Univ of North Carolina Press Ideologically divided and disorganized in 1960, the
conservative wing of the Republican Party appeared to many to be virtually obsolete. However, over the course of that
decade, the Right reinvented itself and gained control of the party. In Turning Right in the Sixties, Mary Brennan
describes how conservative Americans from a variety of backgrounds, feeling disfranchised and ignored, joined forces
to make their voices heard and by 1968 had gained enough power within the party to play the decisive role in
determining the presidential nominee. Building on Barry Goldwater's short-lived bid for the presidential nomination in
1960, Republican conservatives forged new coalitions, began to organize at the grassroots level, and gained enough
support to guarantee Goldwater the nomination in 1964. Brennan argues that Goldwater's loss to Lyndon Johnson in
the general election has obscured the more signiﬁcant fact that conservatives had wrested control of the Republican
Party from the moderates who had dominated it for years. The lessons conservatives learned in that campaign, she
says, aided them in 1968 and laid the groundwork for Ronald Reagan's presidential victory in 1980. Harold Innis in the
New Century Reﬂections and Refractions McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP A collection of original essays that moves beyond
the prevalent view of Harold Innis as a technological determinist, Harold Innis in the New Century brings his innovative
ideas to bear upon a variety of contemporary issues, such as postmodernism, liberalism, gender, and cultural policy.
The book is divided into three sections: "Reﬂections on Innis" provides a historical reassessment of Innis, "Gaps and
Silences" considers the limitations of both Innis's thought and his interpreters, and "Innis and Cultural Theory" oﬀers
speculations on his inﬂuence on cultural analysis. The interpretations oﬀered reﬂect the changing landscape of
intellectual life as boundaries between traditional disciplines blur and new interdisciplinary ﬁelds emerge. Harold Innis
in the New Century is a valuable resource for scholars and students of Canadian studies, communication studies,
cultural studies, economic history, and political science. Combined Arms Center (CAC) Research and Publication Index
Index to selected publications of the Combined Arms Center. The Social Sciences in Canada 50 Years of National
Activity by the Social Science Federation of Canada Wilfrid Laurier Univ. Press The Social Sciences in Canada is about the
background and history of the Social Science Federation of Canada in honour of its ﬁfty years of national activity.
There can be little doubt that during the last ﬁfty years the federation, and its predecessors, have had a substantial
impact on the development of the social sciences in Canada. The history of this organization is probably the best
barometer that we have for recording the changes that have occurred in the relation between social scientists and
Canadian society. The Routledge Handbook of Environment and Communication Routledge This Handbook provides a
comprehensive statement and reference point for theory, research and practice with regard to environment and
communication, and it does this from a perspective which is both international and multi-disciplinary in scope. Oﬀering
comprehensive critical reviews of the history and state of the art of research into the key dimensions of environmental
communication, the chapters of this handbook together demonstrate the strengths of multi-disciplinary and crossdisciplinary approaches to understanding the centrality of communication to how the environment is constructed, and
indeed contested, socially, politically and culturally. Organised in ﬁve thematic sections, The Routledge Handbook of
Environment and Communication includes contributions from internationally recognised leaders in the ﬁeld. The ﬁrst
section looks at the history and development of the discipline from a range of theoretical perspectives. Section two
considers the sources, communicators and media professionals involved in producing environmental communication.
Section three examines research on news, entertainment media and cultural representations of the environment. The
fourth section looks at the social and political implications of environmental communication, with the ﬁnal section
discussing likely future trajectories for the ﬁeld. The ﬁrst reference Handbook to oﬀer a state of the art comprehensive
overview of the emerging ﬁeld of environmental communication research, this authoritative text is a must for scholars
of environmental communication across a range of disciplines, including environmental studies, media and
communication studies, cultural studies and related disciplines. Improving the Measurement of Consumer Expenditures
University of Chicago Press Robust and reliable measures of consumer expenditures are essential for analyzing aggregate
economic activity and for measuring diﬀerences in household circumstances. Many countries, including the United
States, are embarking on ambitious projects to redesign surveys of consumer expenditures, with the goal of better
capturing economic heterogeneity. This is an appropriate time to examine the way consumer expenditures are
currently measured, and the challenges and opportunities that alternative approaches might present. Improving the
Measurement of Consumer Expenditures begins with a comprehensive review of current methodologies for collecting
consumer expenditure data. Subsequent chapters highlight the range of diﬀerent objectives that expenditure surveys
may satisfy, compare the data available from consumer expenditure surveys with that available from other sources,
and describe how the United States’s current survey practices compare with those in other nations. Foreign Object
Debris and Damage in Aviation CRC Press Foreign Object Debris and Damage in Aviation discusses both biological and
non-biological Foreign Object Debris (FOD) and associated Foreign Object Damage (FOD) in aviation. The book provides
a comprehensive treatment of the wide spectrum of FOD with numerous cost, management, and wildlife
considerations. Management control for the debris begins at the aircraft design phase, and the book includes
numerical analyses for estimating damage caused by strikes. The book explores aircraft operation in adverse weather
conditions and inanimate FOD management programs for airports, airlines, airframe, and engine manufacturers. It
focuses on the sources of FOD, the categories of damage caused by FOD, and both the direct and indirect costs caused
by FOD. In addition, the book provides management plans for wildlife, including positive and passive methods. The
book will interest aviation industry personnel, aircraft transport and ground operators, aircraft pilots, and aerospace
or aviation engineers. Readers will learn to manage FOD to guarantee air traﬃc safety with minimum costs to airlines
and airports. American National Security and Economic Relations with Canada, 1945-1954 ABC-CLIO This work is a
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reassessment of Canada's special relationship with the United States. Ethics, Governance, and Policies in Artiﬁcial
Intelligence Springer Nature This book oﬀers a synthesis of investigations on the ethics, governance and policies
aﬀecting the design, development and deployment of artiﬁcial intelligence (AI). Each chapter can be read
independently, but the overall structure of the book provides a complementary and detailed understanding of some of
the most pressing issues brought about by AI and digital innovation. Given its modular nature, it is a text suitable for
readers who wish to gain a reliable orientation about the ethics of AI and for experts who wish to know more about
speciﬁc areas of the current debate. Militant Mediator Whitney M. Young Jr. University Press of Kentucky During the
turbulent 1960s, civil rights leader Whitney M. Young Jr. devised a new and eﬀective strategy to achieve equality for
African Americans. Young blended interracial mediation with direct protest, demonstrating that these methods
pursued together were the best tactics for achieving social, economic, and political change. Militant Mediator is a
powerful reassessment of this key and controversial ﬁgure in the civil rights movement. It is the ﬁrst biography to
explore in depth the inﬂuence Young's father, a civil rights leader in Kentucky, had on his son. Dickerson traces
Young's swift rise to national prominence as a leader who could bridge the concerns of deprived blacks and powerful
whites and mobilize the resources of the white America to battle the poverty and discrimination at the core of racial
inequality. Alone among his civil rights colleagues -- Martin Luther King Jr., Roy Wilkins, James Farmer, John Lewis, and
James Forman -- Young built support from black and white constituencies. As a National Urban League oﬃcial in the
Midwest and as a dean of the School of Social Work at Atlanta University during the 1940s and 1950s, Young
developed a strategy of mediation and put it to work on a national level upon becoming the executive director of the
League in 1961. Though he worked with powerful whites, Young also drew support from middle-and working-class
blacks from religious, fraternal, civil rights, and educational organizations. As he navigated this middle ground,
though, Young came under ﬁre from both black nationalists and white conservatives. OECD Trade Policy Studies
Environmental and Energy Products The Beneﬁts of Liberalising Trade The Beneﬁts of Liberalising Trade OECD Publishing
Three papers exploring the implications of liberalising trade in various categories of environmental goods:
environmentally preferable products, renewable-energy products and energy-eﬃcient products. Educational
Psychology for Learning and Teaching Cengage AU Educational Psychology for Learning and Teaching introduces key
theories of development and learning to help you understand how learners learn, and how educators can be more
eﬀective in their teaching practice. Featuring current research on the various dimensions of learning and teaching
alongside traditional theories, it provides a clear framework of theory and evidence that supports modern education
practices. Taking a comprehensive approach, this text investigates how to apply psychology principles to education
contexts to enhance learning and teaching quality, particularly for accommodating individual student needs. This
wholly Australian and New Zealand text caters for those who are planning to work with any age range from early
childhood to adolescence and beyond. With a greater focus on resilience in education settings, the discussion of
creativity alongside intelligence and a broader discussion on diversity, this new edition is up-to-date for the preservice teacher. New, print versions of this book come with bonus online study tools on the CourseMate Express and
Search Me! platforms Premium online teaching and learning tools are available to purchase on the MindTap platform
Learn more about the online tools cengage.com.au/learning-solutions Building Intelligent Interactive Tutors Studentcentered Strategies for Revolutionizing E-learning Morgan Kaufmann Building Intelligent Interactive Tutors discusses
educational systems that assess a student's knowledge and are adaptive to a student's learning needs. The impact of
computers has not been generally felt in education due to lack of hardware, teacher training, and sophisticated
software. and because current instructional software is neither truly responsive to student needs nor ﬂexible enough
to emulate teaching. Dr. Woolf taps into 20 years of research on intelligent tutors to bring designers and developers a
broad range of issues and methods that produce the best intelligent learning environments possible, whether for
classroom or life-long learning. The book describes multidisciplinary approaches to using computers for teaching,
reports on research, development, and real-world experiences, and discusses intelligent tutors, web-based learning
systems, adaptive learning systems, intelligent agents and intelligent multimedia. It is recommended for
professionals, graduate students, and others in computer science and educational technology who are developing
online tutoring systems to support e-learning, and who want to build intelligence into the system. Combines both
theory and practice to oﬀer most in-depth and up-to-date treatment of intelligent tutoring systems available Presents
powerful drivers of virtual teaching systems, including cognitive science, artiﬁcial intelligence, and the Internet
Features algorithmic material that enables programmers and researchers to design building components and
intelligent systems Research Handbook on Climate Governance Edward Elgar Publishing The 2009 United Nations climate
conference in Copenhagen is often represented as a watershed in global climate politics, when the diplomatic eﬀorts to
negotiate a successor agreement to the Kyoto Protocol failed and was replaced by a fragmented and decentralized
climate governance order. In the post-Copenhagen landscape the top-down universal approach to climate governance
has gradually given way to a more complex, hybrid and dispersed political landscape involving multiple actors, arenas
and sites. The Handbook contains contributions from more than 50 internationally leading scholars and explores the
latest trends and theoretical developments of the climate governance scholarship. Transformation of Higher Education
in Innovation Systems in China and Finland University of Tampere This book publishes selected papers of the 2nd SinoFinland Higher Education Forum – Transformation of Higher Education in Innovation Systems in China and Finland, held
in Tampere, Finland in 2011. The Forum was jointly organised by the University of Tampere, University of Helsinki,
Peking University and Beijing University of Technology. The aim was to bring the higher education researchers, policy
makers, administrators and other experts together to exchange experiences and views and to explore current
challenges of the role of higher education in innovation systems with a particular focus on China and Finland. Ideally,
new ideas and best practices could be found by comparing the systems and the policies. The papers selected from the
forum are categorised into six sections, namely 1) Theoretical insights and emerging practices, 2) Finnish experiences,
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3) Chinese higher education systems, 4) Roles of universities in innovation systems in China, 5) Transformations in
Chinese higher education, 6) Comparative perspectives and cooperation between the two countries. The book is
intended for researchers, administrators, policy makers as well as students of higher education policy and
administration. Binan Goonj Bridging cultures in Aboriginal health Elsevier Health Sciences A newly-updated edition of the
deﬁnitive textbook on Aboriginal Health issues Binan Goonj, 3rd Edition: Bridging cultures in Aboriginal health is a
comprehensive Indigenous health text which addresses key topics in a clear and accessible manner. Thoroughly
updated and revised, the latest edition of Binan Goonj sheds light upon the many multidisciplinary topics within the
complex ﬁeld of Indigenous health. With chapter titles including Empowerment in Aboriginal Health and Aboriginal
Communities Today, this authoritative health resource has been widely adopted as a teaching text across Australia.
Despite years of research, policy changes and interventions, it is widely documented that the health status of many
Aboriginal people remains the poorest in Australia. Binan Goonj, 3rd Edition: Bridging cultures in Aboriginal health
explores the processes and practices underlying this situation, while providing practical strategies to work towards
redressing it. This latest edition will engage a diverse readership and challenge students and health professionals alike
to examine their own values and the use of power in Australian society. Elsevier’s Evolve website provides extensive
support material for nursing and health professions faculty and students, including: • discussion questions •
suggested reading on Aboriginal health and related topics • web links • an instructor’s manual featuring course
delivery tips including topics such as adult learning, attitudinal change, colonisation, government policies, Indigenous
media sites and cross-cultural education resources • video links speciﬁc to chapters in this latest edition of Binan
Goonj • completely updated to reﬂect major Indigenous health policy changes since the second edition • an in-depth
exploration of the collaboration between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people • the use of Aboriginal health case
studies and critical incidences to bring academic discussion and analysis to life • processes that have been
successfully incorporated into 18 years of cross-cultural workshops Food for All International Organizations and the
Transformation of Agriculture Oxford University Press This book assesses the prospects for achieving the sustainable
development goals, and the role of international organizations in achieving them, in light of recent economic, medical,
and environmental developments. Forgotten Millions The Modern Jewish Exodus from Arab Lands A&C Black Describes
the situations of the long-established Jewish communities of the Arab world, the forces that led them to immigrate to
Israel, and the conditions that shaped their new lives in a Jewish state led by Jews of a diﬀerent heritage Preferential
Trade Agreement Policies for Development A Handbook World Bank Publications The Handbook oﬀers an introduction to
the key elements of Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs), addressing the practical economic and legal aspects of the
regulatory policies in PTAs. Parties Long Estranged Canada and Australia in the Twentieth Century UBC Press A
comparative collection of essays that examine diﬀerent aspects of Canadian-Australian relations throughout the
twentieth century. Facing Global Environmental Change Environmental, Human, Energy, Food, Health and Water
Security Concepts Springer Science & Business Media The year 2007 could perhaps accurately be described as the year
when climate change ﬁnally received the attention that this challenge deserves globally. Much of the information and
knowledge that was created in this ﬁeld during the year was the result of the ﬁndings of the Fourth - sessment Report
(AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which were disseminated on a large scale and
reported extensively by the media. This was the result not only of a heightened interest on the part of the public on
various aspects of climate change, but also because the IPCC itself proactively attempted to spread the ﬁndings of its
AR4 to the public at large. The interest generated on the scientiﬁc realities of climate change was further enhanced by
the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to the IPCC and former Vice President of the US, Al Gore. By taking this decision in
favour of a leader who has done a great deal to create awareness on c- mate change, and a body that assesses all
scientiﬁc aspects of climate change and disseminates the result of its ﬁndings, the Norwegian Nobel Committee has
clearly drawn the link between climate change and peace in the world. How Cartels Endure and how They Fail Studies
of Industrial Collusion Edward Elgar Publishing Why do some cartels fail and others succeed? This question has intrigued
economists for a hundred years, and they have created an extensive body of theory to help explain cartel behaviour.
This book looks at the experience of actual cartels and challenges their portrayal as found in the existing literature.
The eleven chapters by leading researchers of industrial organization study real examples of industrial collusion. The
authors investigate the formation, behaviour, activity and purpose of cartels, and illustrate the intricacies of collusive
relationships. In the process they question the existing economic theory surrounding the operation of cartels, which in
practice do not always adhere to the textbook models or to complex game theoretic rules. Although much economic
research suggests that cartels are doomed to failure, the authors ﬁnd that there are many examples of industries
where cartels have succeeded in controlling prices and output over a prolonged period of time. The book is a
groundbreaking attempt to study empirically a range of cartels throughout the world, providing both historical and
contemporary examples of collusion to enrich the arguments. This book is written for academics, policymakers,
lawyers and economists working in the ﬁelds of industrial organization and competition policy. Annals of Wyoming
Librarians and Instructional Designers Collaboration and Innovation American Library Association With a ﬁrm foundation
on best practices drawn from a variety of institutions, this book maps out a partnership between academic librarians
and instructional designers that will lead to improved outcomes. The Middle Power Project Canada and the Founding of
the United Nations UBC Press The Middle Power Project describes a deﬁning period of Canadian and international
history. During the Second World War, Canada transformed itself from British dominion to self-proclaimed middle
power. It became an active, enthusiastic, and idealistic participant in the creation of one of the longest lasting global
institutions of recent times -- the United Nations. This was, in many historians' opinions, the beginning of a golden age
in Canadian diplomacy. Religious Diversity and American Religious History Studies in Traditions and Cultures University
of Georgia Press The ten essays in this volume explore the vast diversity of religions in the United States, from Judaic,
Catholic, and African American to Asian, Muslim, and Native American traditions. Chapters on religion and the South,
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religion and gender, indigenous sectarian religious movements, and the metaphysical tradition round out the
collection. The contributors examine the past, present, and future of American religion, ﬁrst orienting readers to
historiographic trends and traditions of interpretation in each area, then providing case studies to show their vision of
how these areas should be developed. Full of provocative insights into the complexity of American religion, this volume
helps us better understand America's religious history and its future challenges and directions. Resources in Education
Rethinking Value-Added Models in Education Critical Perspectives on Tests and Assessment-Based Accountability
Routledge Since passage of the of No Child Left Behind Act in 2001, academic researchers, econometricians, and
statisticians have been exploring various analytical methods of documenting students‘ academic progress over time.
Known as value-added models (VAMs), these methods are meant to measure the value a teacher or school adds to
student learning from one year to the next. To date, however, there is very little evidence to support the
trustworthiness of these models. What is becoming increasingly evident, yet often ignored mainly by policymakers, is
that VAMs are 1) unreliable, 2) invalid, 3) nontransparent, 4) unfair, 5) fraught with measurement errors and 6) being
inappropriately used to make consequential decisions regarding such things as teacher pay, retention, and
termination. Unfortunately, their unintended consequences are not fully recognized at this point either. Given such,
the timeliness of this well-researched and thoughtful book cannot be overstated. This book sheds important light on
the debate surrounding VAMs and thereby oﬀers states and practitioners a highly important resource from which they
can move forward in more research-based ways. Social Psychology Australian & New Zealand Edition Cengage AU Using
a balanced approach, Social Psychology, 2e connects social psychology theories, research methods, and basic ﬁndings
to real-world applications with a current-events emphasis. Coverage of culture and diversity is integrated into every
chapter in addition to strong representation throughout of regionally relevant topics such as: Indigenous perspectives;
environmental psychology and conservation; community psychology; gender identity; and attraction and close
relationships (including same-sex marriage in diﬀerent cultures, gendered behaviours when dating, and updated data
on online dating), making this visually engaging textbook useful for all social psychology students. Radical Innocence A
Critical Study of the Hollywood Ten University Press of Kentucky On October 30, 1947, the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities concluded the ﬁrst round of hearings on the alleged Communist inﬁltration of the motion picture
industry. Hollywood was ordered to "clean its own house," and ten witnesses who had refused to answer questions
about their membership in the Screen Writers Guild and the Communist party eventually received contempt citations.
By 1950, the Hollywood Ten (as they quickly became known), which included writers, directors, and a producer, were
serving prison sentences ranging from six months to one year. Since that time, the members of the Hollywood Ten
have been either dismissed as industry hacks or eulogized as Cold War martyrs, but never have they been discussed in
terms of their professions. Radical Innocence: A Critical Study of the Hollywood Ten is the ﬁrst study to focus on the
work of the Ten: their short stories, plays, novels, criticisms, poems, memoirs, and, of course, their ﬁlms. Drawing on
myriad sources, including archival materials, unpublished manuscripts, black market scripts, screenplay drafts, letters,
and personal interviews, Bernard F. Dick describes the Ten's survival tactics during the blacklisting and analyzes the
contributions of these ten individuals not only to ﬁlm but also to the arts. Radical Innocence captures the personality
of each of the Ten, including the arrogant Herbert J. Biberman, the witty Ring Lardner Jr., the patriarchal Samuel
Ornitz, the compassionate Adrian Scott, and the feisty Dalton Trumbo. Style Guides for Technical Reports, Journal
Articles, Dissertations, Term Papers, Publications, Theses Red Seas Ferdinand Smith and Radical Black Sailors in the
United States and Jamaica NYU Press During the heyday of the U.S. and international labor movements in the 1930s and
1940s, Ferdinand Smith, the Jamaican-born co-founder and second-in-command of the National Maritime Union (NMU),
stands out as one of the most—if not the most—powerful black labor leaders in the United States. Smith’s active
membership in the Communist Party, however, coupled with his bold labor radicalism and shaky immigration status,
brought him under continual surveillance by U.S. authorities, especially during the Red Scare in the 1950s. Smith was
eventually deported to his homeland of Jamaica, where he continued his radical labor and political organizing until his
death in 1961. Gerald Horne draws on Smith’s life to make insightful connections between labor radicalism and the
Civil Rights Movement—demonstrating that the gains of the latter were propelled by the former and undermined by
anticommunism. Moreover, Red Seas uncovers the little-known experiences of black sailors and their contribution to
the struggle for labor and civil rights, the history of the Communist Party and its black members, and the signiﬁcant
dimensions of Jamaican labor and political radicalism. Engineering Hollywood Technology, Technicians, and the Science
of Building the Studio System Oxford University Press, USA Engineering Hollywood tells the story of the formation of the
Hollywood studio system not as the product of a genius producer, but as an industry that brought together creative
practices and myriad cutting-edge technologies in ways that had never been seen before. Using extensive archival
research, this book examines the role of technicians, engineers, and trade organizations in creating a stable
technological infrastructure on which the studio system rested for decades. Here, the studio system is seen as a
technology-dependent business with connections to the larger American industrial world. By focusing on the role
played by technology, we see a new map of the studio system beyond the backlots of Los Angeles and the front oﬃces
in New York. In this study, Hollywood includes the labs of industrial manufacturers, the sales routes of independent
ﬁrms, the garages of tinkerers, and the clubhouses of technicians' societies. Rather than focusing on the technical
improvements in any particular motion picture tool, this book centers on the larger systems and infrastructures for
dealing with technology in this creative industry. Engineering Hollywood argues that the American industry was
stabilized and able to dominate the motion picture ﬁeld for decades through collaboration over technologies of
everyday use. Hollywood's relationship to its essential technology was fundamentally one of interdependence and
cooperation-with manufacturers, trade organizations, and the competing studios. As such, Hollywood could be deﬁned
as an industry by participation in a closed system of cooperation that allowed a select group of producers and
manufacturers to dominate the motion picture business for decades. UNFPA State of World Population, 2006 A Passage
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to Hope: Women and International Migration UN This year's report focuses on the lives of migrant women, who
constitute almost half of all international migrants worldwide, some 95 million. Every year these women working
overseas send hundreds of millions of dollars in remittances back to their homes and communities. These funds go to
feed and educate children, provide health care, build homes, foster small businesses and generally improve living
standards for loved ones left behind. For host countries, the labour of migrant women is so embedded in the fabric of
society that it goes virtually unnoticed. But migration, whilst oﬀering opportunities for economic advancement and
relief from oppression and discrimination, has its darker side: enslavement of traﬃcking victims and the exploitation
of domestic workers.
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